
A little on food. 

There are many varieties of foods for the tropical fish on the market today; some are good 

others are just digestible foods or fillers for the fish. Dry food has a shelf life of around three 

months when it is open. If the dry food is not crisp you should discard it, as it has most 

probably absorbed moisture and could be sour. 

All dry foods should be kept in an airtight container, and once opend keep in fridge. Frozen 

foods, like bloodworms, brine shrimp, beef heart, white worms daphnia, all have their place 

in the aquarium. Live foods such as black worms, tubifex, brine shrimp, daphnia, mosquito 

larvae, shrimp and many more are all nutritious and full of protein. Only one thing about live 

food and that is disease. You must be very careful where it is obtained. 

If the collection of live food comes from a creek or dam where there are fish, you could 

introduce a bug into your system. The best way is to culture your own live food, that way there 

will be a better chance of a disease free food. 

There are many good books on culturing live foods, the one I like is a T.F.H. book on 

culturing foods and starting infusoria.  

I prefer to make my own food from beef heart (ox heart) and add all the vitamins and 

minerals needed for a healthy fish. You here some breeders say don’t feed fish beef heart 

or your fish will get bloat, well my discus have been fed on beef heart and only very little 

flake food for more than fifteen years and I have never seen bloat in my breeding room. 



All my fish are fed solely on beef heart and flake food, plus newly hatched brine shrimp for 

the newborn. Here are a couple of recipes that are full of the essentials the fish need. 

This recipe is full of the essential vitamins and minerals for the well being of tropical fish in the 

home aquarium and the serious breeder. This quantity is usually made in bulk, however I have 

broken it down for the hobbyist who only needs to make a small quantity at a time. 

 2kg beef heart (uncooked). 

 300grm oat bran 

 400grm spinach (boiled). 

 2 Eggs (raw). 

 4grm paprika (If you want a colour enhancer). 

 25ml Vitamin B12 (This will promote fish to eat more, good for growing young fish.  

 3 to 4 tablets of Vitamin C (helps strengthen their ammune system 

 Trim all fat and skin off the hearts, cut into cubes and place in a food processor, add a 

small amount of water, blend to the desired texture, then place in mixing bowl. Blend the 

spinach and place in bowl with all the vitamins, minerals and beef heart, mix until all 

ingredients are well mixed, then bag in sealable bags and freeze. 

To change this recipe you can add or take one or more ingredients. For example, take out the 

oat bran and add wheat germ, this is very good, increases the fertility of the male discus.  



Recipe change. 

 2kg beef heart  

 200grms wheat germ 

 2 tablets multivitamin and mineral capsules 

 1 level teaspoon of spirulina powder 

 2 tablets of branch chain amino 

 1 tablet vitamin C  

 2 tablets vitamin B12 

Even with this change you can add carrot, cauliflower or banana and pears blended freeze 

dried white shrimp or krill. Fresh prawns, squid and shark meat or any white fish meat, 

muscles, there is a huge verity of things you can add to the mix.  

So you can see the beef heart is the filler for all the additives of nutritious supplements. Maybe 

if you were to feed only the beef heart and no additives to fish, then you might run the risk of 

bloat, as there is not enough goodness in the hearts alone.  

Another additive that is good for fish is garlic.  

I can remember when I was a youngster I mixed garlic, curry, semolina and mince together to 

use when I went fishing, the fish loved it. One evening a couple came over to buy some of my 

young discus.  



The woman was a nurse, as we were talking about food and medications I told her I was 

adding garlic to the beef heart, her reply was “ that will stop the worms “. She must have been 

right as my dog, a Doberman that was ten years young never had fleas and has never been 

wormed the whole time I’ve had her, due to the amount of garlic that we eat in our food and the 

dogs. As I didn’t have any fish with an intestinal problem it was hard to see if it really worked on 

fish, till a friend of mine told me of a small problem he had with a few of his fish. The fish were 

discus and they all had white faeces, he was going to treat them with Metronidazole in their 

food. I had told him I was using garlic in the food to stop the propagation of flagellates and 

intestinal worms and asked him if he would be so kind to give the garlic mixture a try before the 

medication. I gave him two packets of the mixture and a week later he had told me the fish all 

have dark faeces and he wouldn’t treat the fish with the medication. He was so impressed with 

the added garlic in the beef heart and his fish love it. So here is another way to stay away from 

medications and use natural sources to ward off parasites. There is a lot of people that don’t 

know enough about drugs and always over dose their fish, or treat it for something it doesn’t 

have. Before treating with medications always make sure to stick to the recommended dose 

and make sure that you are treating the fish for something they have. 

I know of a woman, I won’t mention any names, however if she purchases a new fish it will be 

treated Droncit, Metronidazole and Quik-cure all at the same time. The poor fish has turned into 

a drug addict overnight, and not to mention her other fish. 



Stress is one of the biggest killers of tropical fish; her fish must be the most stressed out fish in 

Townsville, they will be moved from tank to tank daily. 

Reason for the move would be, they are not pairing or breeding, they don’t look like they like 

each other, water gone off, tank full of ammonia due to excessive food left in the tank and many 

more reasons. Sometimes she will double dose all her fish because they are not eating, reason 

for treating; they might have intestinal problems. I have told her many times to leave the fish in 

one environment and let them get used to it for a month, this way the fish will settle and maybe 

pair and spawn. I have known this women for two years and she has lost many fish, good fish 

and to this day still moves her fish daily, medicates them with all types of drugs and still hasn’t 

bred any of her drug addict fish. She should close down her tanks and take up knitting or 

something similar.  

Next is a little on some of the fish I have been colour feeding, I have been trying to find out 

what they use for many years. I know of a breeder in Cairns who uses colour in his food, at first 

he would deny that he was using it. Once I got to know him and buy some of his fluro discus he 

admitted he used it however he would not tell me what he used.  

 

As I didn’t feed them the clolour food they soon lost their colour and went back to the drab pale 

discus you could buy anywhere at a cheaper price. Purchasing some nice little sunrise discus 

from the breeder I took them home and it was around two weeks they had lost that beautiful 



orange in the body and the darker shade of orange near the top and bottom fin. This is when I 

had enough and contacted a few people in Asia. I found out what they used to make the fish go 

red and managed to purchase some. It is very expensive; it comes in twenty-kilo bags and sells 

for $6,800 dollars. 

I bought 1 kg for $500.00. Preparing some food with the colour and feeding it to the fish.  

Within four days the fish were turning red, it was amazing this stuff really works. Following will 

be some of the red sunrise that are colour fed. They should only be a pale orange in colour if 

they were not colour enhanced.  

 

One of my tanks in the lounge a 6 x 2 x 2 



 

 
Sunrise Discus about eight months old 
 

 
 

Young Red Turquoise  
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Sunrise Discus about eight months old 

 

 

 

 
 


